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stardust

out of  clay 
they caution

dust to dust
they intone

from earth you came
and to earth you will return
they admonish

they remind us 
we are mortal
and subject to death
yet insist on their eternals

demons and angels
paradise or purgatory

merely human
with a finite
measure of  days

but we have 
exploded as novas 
burned through galaxies
explored far reaches of  the milky way
ridden on the tails of  comets
danced on the edge of  asteroids
until

in a dizzying frenzy of  passion

we fell

through the viscous ozone 
past cooling clouds
to settle in the ooze
that feeds the ocean’s floor
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it was there that we decided
to grow limbs and tongue
all the while holding inside
the truth of  our origin

magnesium
calcium
iron

we are the stuff  
that stars are made of

it is a scientific fact
a cosmic trust

in ignorance 
and in knowing
we hold grains of  the divine
inside ourselves

and we always have
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almost drowning

1.

in the midst of  it all
i know i must come up 
for air or quickly
learn to breathe 
under water  

2.

cresting ocean
above my head

i hold back the gasp 
and open my mouth

deeply swallow air 
in one huge gulp

before descending again 
into the salted waters

to shoot up once more
towards the sun

unfold 
absorb

lay back 
inhale 

before again
descending

3.

i dive
lower
than i can imagine
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looking above i see
a glimmer reflecting 
below the ocean’s 
choppy surface

i cut the waves
break through
for a moment

breathe
as i let the waves
return me to the shore
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creation paradox

we hold the great-great 
grandparents of  our ancestors’ 
grandparents 
in our bloodstreams
in our stomachs
in our hearts

thousands of  years 
rest inside our souls

in those years lives the record 
of  our beginning
it is the sweetest marrow in our spine  
the cleanest shine in our eyes 
the open side of  our laughter

you can read it in the lines 
on the soles of  our feet

when we retell the stories 
of  where we came from
we draw back tree branches 
to find hidden fruits which we savor
pointed thorns which make us bleed
the yesterdays that led to here 
the here that leads to tomorrow

when we go back to the beginning
we find the stars

in the beginning 
there was a time
we all say
when we were not

after that time we became

we were created
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we were molded
we were spat out
we were sung into 

until we learned 
how to make
what to form 
where to spit 
why to sing

but once 
long ago
in the beginning 

there was only one
and from the one 
others were born
and out of  those many
came us

that is the story
we all tell

but 
before that beginning
before the in the beginning 
beginning when we were born

there must have been 
another beginning

before the spider crafting web
laying sixteen eggs
before the mountain birthing lovers
birthing children
before the sky settling low
to mate with earth
before light
before darkness
before breath even
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there must have been 
another beginning 

a beginning that lives 
in a place we call 
unknowable

yet is braided 
into our genealogies

and it is said that
it is in this beginning
the beginning before our beginning

it is there that you must go
if  you want to find 
the faces of  god

thousands of  years
thousands and thousands of  years
rest inside our souls
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afro-american song

listen to the notes
sweet and hard
round and full
dark honied lava

jazz melodies
bebop riffs
blues grit

notes braided 
with roots
growing deep 
inside your soul
colored of  ebony
and mahogany 
sepia tones that will 
break free

notes hearty and fierce
singing survival
singing endurance
singing time
all round the planet

humming with the stars
punctuating the seasons

round and full
honey and lava
sweet and hard
dark and long
jazz melodies
bebop riffs
blues grit
rocking
swinging
flying
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mixed ancestry

i 
a planet varied 
sea to land 
calm to storm 
wondering in the mirror 
where did the eyes come from 
and the texture of  hair 
who contributed to the skin tones 
and who to the lips
thoughtfully dividing the source 
of  my limbs
my hips
my face 

i landless
homeless 
being so much a mixture 
a couscous of  spices and fruits
 
a mongrel of  the comings together 
chosen and forced of  so many different ones

a crossbreed that fills the spaces 
between rich dark and translucent fair 

a mutt that has unruly fur 
cropping out in varied shades 
ears and tail being strangely incongruent

a grafting of  cultures 
that insists where love fails 
life will persist, thrive, recreate 

a planet varied 
mountains to hills
to valleys to chasms deep
waterfalls to rivers to streams 
to oceans wide 
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a mélange i 
claiming my space in the rainbow 


